SATURDAY, APRIL 4 & 5, 2020 VICTORY OF LIGHT
SEMINAR SCHEDULE (Detailed Version)
11 a.m. Sat.
A. Angelic Attunements - Mary Bannon. www.divineheartconnections.com (Room 101)
Attune to the power of the angelic realm, with a meditation to bring in the Light of God.
Mary is a Usui Reiki Master teacher, Kundalini Reiki Master Teacher, Integrated Energy Therapy Master
Teacher, Oneness Blessing Facilitator and uses Shamanism, Quantum Energy Technique and Crystal/Stone
Therapy. She has learned how to incorporate higher vibrating energies into the human body, animals, plants,
and the land. Mary has also created her own healing modality called Divine Heart Connections wherein she
helps you to move through and heal past lives, your personal lineage, and many health issues.
B. Gallery Demonstration of Mediumship - Rev. Marjorie Rivera Kain & Susan Averre.
www.revmarjorierivera.com, http://www.mediumatlarge.com (Room 103-104)
In a very safe, friendly, and upbeat environment, two evidential mediums will connect to your loved ones in the
afterlife by introducing facts and other significant information. Messages will be brought through for as many as
possible during this session. Hear from your loved ones on the other side.
Rev. Marjorie Rivera is a professional Psychic Medium who leads message circles, lectures and teaches. She
is a published writer, a magazine columnist and radio talk show co-host. She holds her ministerial and
metaphysician’s degree through Fellowships of the Spirit in Lily Dale NY.
Susan Averre is a medium, healer and teacher who hosted a popular radio show on Blogtalkradio.com, The
Medium At Large. She is also a Medical Intuitive and a Spirit Portrait Artist who brings spirit through visually.
C. The Mayan Calendar: How the Maya Understood Time, the Cosmos & Ascension - Patricia Morris
Cardona, MS, APRN, BC, & Daniel J. Cardona, MD, The Cosmic Mysteries
School. www.cosmicmysteries.com (Room 107-108)
Dan and Patricia will share what they have learned from 30 years of study and research with Mayan Elders
and travels to Mexico, Guatemala and Honduras. The seminar will include meditation and Shamanic energy
Healing.
Patricia and Daniel are co-founders of the charitable foundation, The Cosmic Mysteries School. They have
been teaching ancient Shamanic Wisdom Teachings for spiritual, mental and physical transformation and
healing since 1996, when the school was started, under the request and direction of Solar Mayan Elder
Hunbatz Men.
Besides being a board-certified child, adolescent and adult psychiatrist, Daniel J. Cardona, M.D. has been a
student and practitioner of the martial and energy arts for more than 25 years. Patricia Morris Cardona is a
board-certified advanced nurse practitioner and has performed energy healings in-person and remotely for
more than 36 years.
Daniel and Patricia help others learn to use energy movement, energy medicine, and sexual alchemy for
healing and rejuvenating the body, mind and spirit. Patricia and Daniel have received the lineage as Mayan

Fire Priestess and Fire Priest. They have been trained by Mayan Elder Hunbatz Men, Miguel Vergara Angel,
Mayan Fire Priestess, Ann Marie Vergara, and Peruvian Incan Elder Williru Hyuata and other Elders.
D. Venus & Mars Retrograde 2020 - Jenni Webb. www.jenniwebbastrology.com (Room 107-108)
Every couple of years, Venus and Mars reverse for a period of time from their apparent direction across the
sky. Learn about their individual retrograde cycles and what this means for us personally and on a societal
level. Retrograde motion and stations in the birth chart will be explored, as well as 2020 transits.
Jenni Webb is a professional astrologer with over 12 years experience in astrological research and chart
readings for clients. Beginning, intermediate and advanced training with Noel Tyl Counseling Techniques were
completed with Larry Martin, professional astrologer. Jenni is a current student of Evolutionary Astrology with
Steven Forrest. Readings are client focused for the purpose of healing, transformation and evolution of the
soul.
E. Your Personal Spirit Guides - Rose Vanden Eynden. www.vandeneynden.biz (Room 105)
Learn about the kinds of guides who are helping you on your journey. Includes messages for the audience.
Rev. Rose Vanden Eynden is a Spiritualist minister, clairvoyant medium, instructor, and author of metaphysical
nonfiction and fiction. She founded both the United Spiritualists of the Christ Light Church and her practice,
Light Journey Enterprises, in Cincinnati. Her nonfiction work focusing on mediumship and spirit
communication, published by Llewellyn Worldwide, has been translated into seven languages. She has
studied, practiced, and taught metaphysics for over 25 years.
F. Animal Communication - Linda Roberts. www.thewhispersoflove.com (Room 109)
We love our animals and want the best for them. Wouldn’t it be nice to know how they feel? Why they behave
the way they do? In this informative discussion, I will share with you some of the ways to connect to your
animals. We will explore techniques to help you in hearing and feeling your animal friends. We will also
explore methods that work in connecting with the animals, both living and deceased. To experience how a
reading is done, one free reading will be offered during the presentation. Reading will be randomly selected
via a raffle.
Linda experienced a spiritual awakening after the passing of her mother several years ago. She started
meditating, and tapped into her spiritual self. This began her journey of self-discovery, leading her to find her
own power and the ability to help others find theirs.
Linda is passionate about helping others – human and animal – to heal their past, present, and to live healthy,
enjoyable lives. She brings forth knowledge, an ancient wisdom, to help others to step into their power. Linda is
a compassionate teacher, who is guided by intuition to focus on the highest potential of each student.
G. Tibetan Buddhist Healing Ceremony - Tibetan Monks, GSL Monastery. www.gslmonastery.org
(Suggested donation $10.) (Room 110)
Gaden Samdrupling Buddhist Monastery, founded in 1999, is a community center for Buddhist study, practice,
and culture. It is a tiny corner of Tibet transplanted to the West Side of Cincinnati. Historically, a Tibetan town
monastery served as a hub of spiritual and communal activity. Community members drew religious and

spiritual inspiration from the monastery and provided material support for the monks, who focused their efforts
on helping all sentient beings.
GSL Monastery continues this tradition by offering classes, meditation practice and special events for those in
the community who wish to learn about or study Tibetan Buddhism as a philosophy for life, a spiritual path or a
religious practice. Their teachers offer instruction handed down from Shakyamuni Buddha (“The Buddha”) and
passed from teacher to student in an unbroken lineage for over 2,500 years.

Noon Sat.
A. Direct Voice Trance Mediumship Demonstration - Rev. Bonnie Darby. bjdarby01@yahoo.com,
www.tscoi.org (Room 103-104)
Experience trance mediumship in the style of Edgar Cayce. Rev. Darby will go into trance and channel guides
and loved ones, and answer your questions.
Direct Voice Trance Mediumship is spirit communication where spirit speaks independently of the medium. The
medium facilitates the phenomena rather than producing it.
Rev. Bonnie Darby is recognized by the National Spiritualist Association of Churches (NSAC) as an Ordained
Minister, Teacher and Medium. She is a trained Direct Voice Trance Medium and Past Life Reporter. She
was the winner of the NSAC Literary Award 2016 for her written contributions to Spiritualism. She is the author
of an upcoming book; working title is Soul Memories - Learn from Your Past Life.
B. The Secret Power of You - Unleashing Your Subconscious Super Powers - Terrie Christine, Author,
TV Personality. www.TerrieChristine.com. (Room 101)
Learn to work with your subconscious to change your life. Reprogram your mind and get the Universe to work
with you in a group energy clearing session.
Terrie Christine has been featured on: The Real Housewives of Potomac, Hay House Radio, Beyond The
Ordinary, Straight Talk for the Soul, Quantum Conversations, My Seven Chakras, Path 11, The Transformation
Show and many other shows.
C. Tower Card Moments: Opportunities for Awakening - Stephanie Smith. www.MyOraclePath.com
(Room 110)
This lecture covers the Tower card in the tarot, and how tower moments in our lives present as opportunities
for spiritual and personal growth. I will talk about why this happens in the awakening process and provide
some coaching to thrive through tower moments. I will offer open, hot seat style readings to address questions
and further the conversation about personal awakening symptoms and tower moments.
Stephanie is an Intuitive Medium and Spiritual Counselor. She offers private readings, workshops and lectures
on meditation & spiritual topics. Clients work with her by phone and video chat from all over the world, and in
person at her office. She officiates weddings, and is a Certified End of Life Doula.
D. Crystals: Change Your Vibration, Change Your Life - Sandy H Wilcox. www.oursacredconnections.com
(Room 106)

Our Sacred Connections was born through the realization that we are all ONE. The Divine Life Force that
inhabits our body is one with the Divine Life Force that created all and is all. We are “Connected” to each other
through a magnificent and eternal thread of invisible energy. This thread is the conduit that enables us to give
and receive energy and information both from each other and from all of Nature. The Crystal Beings of Light
that we sell are a perfect source of the Divine Life Force Energy. They facilitate, gently unblock, and pave the
way for our communication with the Spirit of Life.
E. Abundance: Planting the Seeds for Your Best Life Now! - Leslie Fonteyne. http://lesliefonteyne.com
(Room 105)
We create in every moment. The energetic seeds we plant generate our life experience. Many of our choices
and decisions come from a baseline of beliefs, agreements, and fears that are rooted in ancestral and past
lifetime imprints. We can change that! In this session we’ll explore the many energetic layers of our vibrational
“tone” and take the opportunity to shift those blocks that are holding us back. This session includes a real-time
clearing with the powerful Ascended Masters and Archangels. You won’t be the same!
Leslie Fonteyne is an Intuitive and Clairvoyant Transformation catalyst, healer, teacher and coach. She works
with clients who want to clear the energetic blocks that prevent the fullest expression of abundance, soul
essence truth and life purpose. In her energy work, she includes the presence and wisdom of Ascended
Masters, the Archangels, and light beings to remove astral debris, cords, implants, entities and other
interferences in a client’s energy bodies. The result is explosive inner change.
F. A Consumer's Guide to CBD - Separate Fact from Fiction - Regina Bauscher.
www.HoneySweetieAcres.com (Room 107-108)
Steve and Regina Bauscher’s mission is to bring natural, healthy, sustainable skin care products to those who
need them. They believe in goat milk products and the therapeutic use of essential oils.
G. Thermography 101: Screening for Inflammation - Jacky Groenewegen.
www.mindfulwellnessmedicalthermography.com (Room 102)
Thermography is a no contact, radiation-free, state-of-the-art screening procedure that uses heat detection to
locate areas of temperature differences in the body which could be indicators of disease-causing inflammation.
Jacky is a Licensed Massage Therapist and Certified Thermographic Technician.

1 p.m. Sat.
A. Harmonizing Sound Bath (Concert) - with Gongs, Singing Bowls, Didgeridoo & more! - Max Raphael
of True Resonance. www.trueresonance.net (One hour, Love Donation) (Room 109)
Go on a soulful journey within, guided by sounds from around the world, including a quartz crystal
didgeridoo, Chinese gongs, Tibetan singing bowls, Native American Flute and more. This rich
soundscape is not only heard, but felt—as your entire body is bathed in soothing vibration. Each sound
affects the listener in a unique way, resonating on a physical, mental, emotional, or even spiritual level.
Leave with a lasting sense of stillness and peace to share with others in your life.

Max is owner & founder of True Resonance, where he blends his professional background as a recording
engineer with a passion for the healing arts, to offer transformative stillness through sound healing. Max
creates a welcoming, lighthearted atmosphere through his work, which includes both individual and group
sound experiences. He enjoys reaching people from all walks of life, sharing the universal medium of
sound. In Cincinnati and abroad, Max offers his work as a catalyst for authentic wellbeing and purposeful
living.
B. Astrology & the 2020 Election: Changing Times – Pam Gallagher, Midwest School of Astrology.
www.midwestschoolofastrology.com (Room 110)
Join us as we discuss the energy of the times using astrology.
Pam is author of the newly published book, Becoming Your Sun Sign. Pam has studied, counseled and taught
astrology for over 40 years. She is Director of the Midwest School of Astrology in Cincinnati, a three year
program offered in a classroom and online. She speaks on a broad spectrum of astrological topics both
nationally and internationally.
C. Relationships from an Akashic Perspective: Soul Families, Soul Mates, Twin Flames & Much More Irina Grundler. www.pathtoawakening.net (Room 102)
You will learn about:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What role relationships play in your personal growth;
How different Soul groups operate very differently in life;
Types of Soul Relationships;
What are the chances of you meeting your Twin Flame in the physical realm;
How shared karma and past-life agreements affect your relationships today;
What makes a relationship successful from a spiritual perspective.

Irina's conscious journey toward spiritual awakening started about 25 years ago through traditional spiritual
and healing modalities such as Reiki and Sahaja Yoga. She experienced a huge shift when she was attuned to
new energy frequencies of Electromagnetic Field Balancing Technique® and Reconnective Healing. She found
herself expanding her practice, giving lectures and presentations, and, at the same time, fine-tuning her own
vibrations to help more and more people.
D. How to Balance Your Chakras & Aura Field – Lyra. www.subtleenergyskills.com (Room 101)
Lyra excels at bringing forth spiritual information and has been doing so since the age of 14. She sees herself
as a receiver, tuning into different channels in order to get information using her clairaudient, clairvoyant and
clairsentient abilities.
Lyra was licensed in massage therapy in 1987. Her bodywork practice now centers on teaching others how to
manage their personal energies, chakra balancing, generating protective shields and creating high energetic
environments. She handcrafts a full line of energetic gemstones jewelry (pendants, bracelets, necklaces,
earrings, anklets) to help balance individuals' personal energies.
E. Types of Dreams & Why They Matter - Patti Rippe. pattirippe.com (Room 105)

Learn how easy it can be to understand your dreams, and how, as we pay attention to them, their guidance
becomes more responsive and easier to interpret. Think of your dreams as a friend who has known you for all
of eternity, a friend who is wise beyond compare and who knows you better than you know yourself. Welcome
to the magic of your dreams!
Patti is a natural born clairvoyant medium who has been a spiritual student all of her life. Her interest in
metaphysics led her to intuitive development studies with internationally known psychic John Friedlander,
author of Psychic Psychology. She began an intense study of dream interpretation more than two decades ago
with friend and renowned dream expert, Wilda B. Tanner, bestselling author of The Mystical, Magical,
Marvelous World of Dreams. Patti facilitates small dream seminars and conducts readings in Cincinnati. Patti
holds a degree from the University of Cincinnati in Liberal Arts.
F. Psychic Gifts & How To Use Them In Your Daily Life - Scotty Rorek. www.ScottyRorek.com (Room 103104)
Scotty Rorek is a psychic medium whose mission is to bring spiritual understanding to people searching for
answers. He works toward that mission through education, mediumship, and mentoring.
To educate people, Mr. Rorek created Ztalkradio.com, an internet radio station that focuses on paranormal and
psychic programming. In addition to that, Mr. Rorek provides insightful lectures at paranormal and psychic
conventions.
As a medium, Mr. Rorek provides messages to individuals and groups for their comfort, assurance, and
guidance. His mediumship has also been featured in the Booth Brothers' documentary Children of the Grave
2.
Because of Mr. Rorek's experience with his psychic perceptions, he often guides and mentors others who are
trying to understand and use their own psychic abilities. His care and concern for others is central to his
mission.
G. Practical Magic: Plants for Clearing, Cleansing & Protection - Lynn Zukowski.
www.BlueLakeBotanicals.com (Room 107-108)
There are certain plants that have especially strong and unique spirits, which affect us on an energetic level.
We will talk about the compelling stories and magic of plants such as mugwort, wormwood, rue, yarrow, rose,
St. John's Wort and hawthorn.
Lynn Abbey Zukowski is an herbalist making small batch handcrafted herbal products using homegrown, wild
crafted and organic herbs. She believes that our physical and spiritual health depends on our respect for the
earth.
H. Aromatherapy for Wellness - Ryan Dietz, Natural Options Aromatherapy. www.naturaloptions.us (Room
106)
Naturally formed, plant based essential oils really are Nature’s Pharmaceuticals. Depending on the plant they
can provide pain relief, are anti-bacterial, anti-viral, and anti-fungal, relieve stress, aid sleep, improve arthritis,
heal wounds, stop scarring, increase energy, remove cramps, help relieve psoriasis and eczema, help PMS
and menopause including hot flashes, and even improve grades. How do they work and how do you use
them? Come find out at this fun, hands on seminar.

2 p.m. Sat.
A. Past Lives & Your Future - Eagle Skyfire. Remember significant past lives. (2 Hours, $20.)
www.eagleskyfire.com (Room 101)
This workshop is taught by Eagle Skyfire and is for the person called to integrate as a whole person by
understanding who and what has followed you though lifetimes and the karmic lessons they have introduced.
Identify and remember significant past lives related to this incarnation and how to interact with them. This
workshop is an excerpt from Eagle Skyfire's in-depth past life class series.
Eagle Skyfire is the author of Journeying Between the Worlds: Walking with the Sacred Spirits through Native
American Teachings and Practices, published by Llewellyn Worldwide. She is a Native American shaman and
tradition keeper who was trained from a young age, recognized as having strong spiritual and shamanic
abilities.
B. Ireland's Most Spiritual Places – Mai Hernon of Secret Ireland Tours.
https://www.secretirelandtoursllc.com/ (Room 102)
Mai Hernon McEvilley and her son Séamus Hernon are from a very musical family who grew up in one of the
most cultural villages in the North West of Ireland. Gurteen is a little village in South Sligo and as a musician,
Mai and her son Séamus are both recording artists and international performers. They have performed in every
corner of Ireland and have gotten to know the local musicians, B&B owners, the best restaurants, venue and
historical sites. They also know the local historians, story tellers, poets, authors, craftspeople and artists.
Mai now lives in Dayton KY but her son Séamus is a well known musician in his native Sligo, where he can be
heard every weekend playing in some of the local pubs with his very talented musical friends.
While Mai was living in Ireland she was part of a traditional singing circle in Sligo. There are many of these
singing circles all over the country so no matter where Mai brings you, you are sure of a few songs and stories
from herself and her friends and of course it goes without saying that herself and her friends would be only too
happy if you joined in to sing a song or tell a story too. The musicians are also very welcoming to people who
want to join in, and if you want to join in the dancing, that is great too!
C. Live Channeling of All That Is - Nada Maibach. www.nadachannel.com (Room 105)
Learn about your connection to oneness and who you are. Nada Maibach is an ordained minister with the
Church of Radiant Lights. She offers spiritual guidance through channeling Ascended Masters. Nada has
channeled throughout the United States and Canada to groups and individuals. Her channeling journey began
with Jeshua ben Joseph (Jesus) and Mother Mary and has expanded considerably throughout the years to
include the "Designated Dolphin" from Atlantis named Quixno, Thoth, Ramdala, St. Germain, Isis, Quan Yin,
Ashtar, Sananda and many others.
D. Extraterrestrial Contact, Earth's Future & You - Jeff Becker. www.pathstocontact.org (Room 110)
Jeff is a computer programmer who in 2008 decided to see for himself if the extraterrestrial presence was real.
The experiences leading up to that decision, and those that followed, were life changing. After attending CSETI
Ambassador to the Universe training in the fall of 2008 with Dr. Steven Greer, the ET’s “followed him home.”

He organized a local contact group and has been having regular contact ever since. His book Paths to
Contact: True Stories from the Contact Underground, is about people like him, ordinary people having
extraordinary experiences.
Extraterrestrial contact has a long and colorful history. Currently, individuals and small groups around the world
are making ET contact on a regular basis. What are we learning from this? Where does it lead? How will it
affect you? Jeff Becker will discuss the answers to these questions and more.
E. Opening the 3rd Eye: A Healing Meditation for the 3rd & 6th Chakras - Tara Alexandria.
www.taraalexandria.com (Room 103-104)
Tara Alexandria is a psychic medium, healer, and teacher. She's all about finding clarity and healing yourself
so you can live your dream life and make the world a better place.
F. Spontaneous Healings - Cheryl Bartenberger & Susan Renee Gibson. thegoldencolumn@gmail.com,
www.yourplaceforpeace.com (Room 106)
In a moment, healing can take place. With a group healing.
Cheryl Bartenberger and Susan Renee Gibson are Certified Brennan Healers with a combined 30 years of
experience helping their clients connect deeply with themselves to create greater peace, healing, and purpose
in their lives.
G. Crystal Surgery & the Future of Crystal Healing – Vivien Schapera, author of the brand new textbook,
The Complete Guide to Crystal Surgery. www.CrystalHealingTechniques.com (Room 107-108)
Vivien Schapera, author of the newly published textbook, The Complete Guide to Crystal Surgery, will talk
about how she sees the future and significance of crystal healing and crystal surgery.
Vivien has worked in private practice, as a Teacher and Energy Healer, since 1983. Born in Cape Town, South
Africa, Vivien moved to the USA in 1991. She obtained her degrees in Psychology at the University of Cape
Town (M.A. 1984) and completed her training in the Alexander Technique at the Constructive Teaching Center
in London (Certified 1983.) In addition to these academic pursuits, Vivien studied martial arts, achieving a 4th
degree black belt in Taekwondo; with past lives author, Brian Weiss, and with crystal author, Melody. As an
accomplished practitioner, Vivien is also a teacher of teachers: In 1993, Vivien and her husband, Neil, founded
Alexander Technique of Cincinnati, a school for training Alexander Teachers, and in 1999, Vivien founded
FourWinds Academy for the Healing Arts & Sciences, a school for training Healers.

3 p.m. Sat.
A. Meet Your Power Animal - Bluehawks Stec. www.gowithspirit.net (Room 103-104)
The spirits of the animal kingdom are part of our life and our earthly journey. Some animals touch our lives
briefly while other may share our journey, as companions, even for a lifetime. Join Dr. Bluehawks Stec to
explore our animal companions and teachers. During the lecture, you will have an opportunity to pull an
animal card, from Dr. Stec's new oracle card deck, and receive a quick reading. Come and explore the animal
guides that may be part of your life!

With over 35 years of experience, Dr. L. M. Bluehawks Stec is a Psychologist, Hypnotherapist, Certified
Hypnotherapy Instructor, Reiki Practitioner & Master Teacher, Spiritual Medium, Channeler, Healer, and
Author. Many near-death experiences have enhanced his abilities as a spiritual counselor and spiritual
revivalist. As a healer, he developed a portable medicine wheel (healing blanket) known as the Intertribal
Universal Medicine Wheel of All People and created a new system of reiki called Medicine Wheel Reiki. He is
also the author of "Indigenous Medicine Wheel of All People (Four and Eight Spoke)" and co-author of "Sacred
Circle Oracle Cards".
B. Prana (Energy): May the Life Force be with You! - Stephanie Toney & Joanne Franchina.
stephanie@pranichealing.com, www.pranichealing.com, www.yourinnercompass.com (Room 110)
Do fun energy experiments, learn simple self-healing techniques & experience a galactic meditation for peace.
(2 hour, Love Offering Donation for Matthew 25 Ministries & Seva Circle)
Stephanie Toney is an Associate Certified Pranic Healer and licensed instructor of MCKS Pranic Healing.
Stephanie came across Pranic Healing in 2012 while searching for holistic ways to help heal and relieve pain
for her family members. She loves the logical and practical approach to energy work that Pranic Healing offers.
She teaches throughout Ohio and Wisconsin.
Joanne Franchina is a life coach, medium, instructor, writer and the founder of Inner Compass, an intuitive life
coaching practice. An ordained minister and certified medium with Fellowships of the Spirit in Lily Dale, New
York, Joanne has led workshops and seminars on meditation, mediumship development, creative
manifestation and other metaphysical disciplines. Joanne helps people to create fabulous lives for themselves
by using their inner wisdom in everyday situations.
C. Heiroglyphic Oracles: Words of Magic - Normandi Ellis. www.normandiellis.com (Room 102)
Normandi will give insights into the symbols and meanings of the Egyptian hieroglyphs and offer hieroglyphic
readings for members of the audience from her new Oracle of Seshet. Words are magic that operates through
sound, image, and intention. Hieroglyphs were considered the language of God and were chanted, drawn and
inscribed as magical utterances. Called heka, they also were used in divination and dream. Normandi will give
insights into the symbols and meanings of the Egyptian hieroglyphs then offer hieroglyphic readings for
selected participants from her new Oracle of Seshet. (Bring your business card to drop into the hat.)
D. Manifest Your Desires NOW! – Tarak Uday. www.awakenwithin.us (Room 105)
Learn the mechanics of manifestation and how to consciously improve your power. Many people have trouble
understanding how to make their desires a reality. It is one thing to know and understand the Law of Attraction
and the other Universal Laws and it is another to successfully harmonize with them. It is one thing to
understand the metaphysical mechanics of the mind and another to know how to practically apply them for
your benefit. We aid in breaking through your own personal limitations in order to consciously create the life
you desire.
Tarak first stumbled into metaphysics 10 year ago after discovering a book on chakras and hand chakras and
within 30 days healed himself of a life-threatening brain tumor and a heart condition. Tarak studied the 13
Universal Laws, the structure of the mind, dreams, manifestation, astral projection, and Self mastery. He has
written 2 books and is currently working on a third.

E. Psychic Development Q & A – C.B. Bjork, Psychic. Your questions answered! www.cbbjork.com (Room
109)
C.B. Bjork is a psychic medium, author, paranormal investigator, tarot and akashic records reader and teacher
of psychic development.
F. Intro to ThetaHealing® Meditation - Dr. Divya Sadaram. One of the most powerful, quick and effective
meditation techniques www.passionhealings.com (Room 106)
One of the most powerful meditation techniques using a quick and effective technique. During this intro, you
will learn some of the benefits of how ThetaHealing might be able to help you spiritually, mentally, emotionally
and physically. Some of the topics discussed are the Roadmap to the Creator of All That Is, the 7 Planes of
Existence, where beliefs come from, manifesting, and soul mates. Learn more about the ThetaHealing®
technique and start your ThetaHealing journey!
Dr. Divya Sadaram offers services as a professional light worker and holistic healer. As a medical doctor,
understanding the physiology, anatomy and biochemistry of the human body along with its correlation to the
pathological aspects to healing an ailment or cure at a physical level were very rewarding for her. Yet,
witnessing the lack of cure for most of the chronic and malignant illnesses, she realized that the healing
paradigm is more profound.
In her journey, Dr. Divya had several visions with guidance from spiritual gurus, angels, ascended masters and
deep meditative kundalini experiences where awareness and revelations came of the broader aspects and
approaches in the healing paradigm to heal at physical, mental, emotional and spiritual levels. As she allowed
this Divine intervention, she was amazed to see instant healings, transformations, and manifestations for her
own family members and friends. Building on this, she learned various transformative modalities to expand her
consciousness. She teaches some of these methods.
Now, you too can learn different methods, learn to connect with the creative energy that is present in all things
and how to develop the innate ability to change on all levels: physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually.
Dr. Divya works at the body, mind, and soul for one to experience better health, joy, and love. Divine
intervention and Divine power are embedded in our very core.
G. Using Ears for Diagnosis & Treatment - Peter Sheng, M.D. www.petersheng.com (Room 107-108)
Dr. Sheng's integrative care is backed by 30+ years of experience as a board-certified medical doctor. In fact,
Dr. Sheng is one of Cincinnati's most prominent, beloved holistic medical doctors. As an internist and cancer
specialist, he's helped thousands of people survive life-threatening illnesses, overcome severe pain and many
chronic diseases, and he's helped them live well in the process.

4 p.m. Sat.
A. Messages from Beyond - Adrianna Rochelle. www.mysticconnections.com (Room 103-104)
Adrianna is an experienced, accurate third generation psychic. She is a certified Sacred Triad Therapy
Practitioner, PMP, Intuitive Medium, Life Coach, Author and Reiki Practitioner. Adrianna travels throughout the
Midwest attending expos and shows. She is a radio personality heard on the Second Saturday of the month
(Adrianna's Mystic Connections 10am EDT) on Body Mind Spirit Radio. www.bodymindspiritradio.com.

B. Aura & Chakra Reading - Rev. Jackie Barton. www.intuitivejackie.com (Room 102)
Jackie has studied metaphysics for 19 years, and has several certifications. She has been a professional
psychic medium for 10 years, and includes astrology and numerology in her readings. She worked as a reader
for Starsouls, at Universal Studios in Orlando, and the Casadega Hotel in the Spiritualist Camp near Deland,
FL. She is a minister with the Universal Life Church. She has a B.S. in Marketing, and an MBA in Finance.
C. Learn How to Play the Native American Flute - Douglas Blue Feather. Flutes provided.
www.douglasbluefeather.com (Room 107-108)
Learn the basic techniques to play the Native American flute.
Douglas Blue Feather, whose ancestry includes American Indian, Iberian and European, is an internationally
known recording artist and performer of music featuring the Native American flute. Recognized as one of the
most prolific and accomplished flutists of today, he has released 17 CD’s which have been heard on radio
stations and TV music channels worldwide including Pandora, Soundscapes, and NativeRadio.com.
As a multi-national award winner, the highlights of Doug's career include winning three Indian Summer Music
Awards including "Best Native American Flute" and "Best Instrumental,” four Native American Music Awards
including “Flutist of the Year” and “Best New Age CD,” and the Coalition Of Visionary Resources Music Award
for “Best New Age CD.”
Douglas has received over 50 various music award nominations and was also featured on the Grammy
nominated CD, Faces of the Sun, by Peter Kater. Douglas has been a voting member of the Grammy's since
2007.
D. Staying In the Moment: Improvisation for Energy Work, Intuition & Daily Living – Letha Cupp.
omygypsysol@gmail.com (Room 109)
Improvisation is the key to staying in the moment. Letha Cupp (Gypsy Sol), empathic intuitive, will discuss how
improvisation is imperative to working with energy, intuition and daily living.
Not having a plan for the short or long term future is a daunting experience. You are forced to live in the
moment. Each moment is reliant on the moment before. There is no preparation. There is no planning. There is
no rehearsal; you must move with the flow, trust in your intuition and experiences.
Letha Cupp is an empath, reiki master/teacher, aspiring artist and canine massage and animal reiki
professional. She uses the gift of reading energy to help guide people out of darkness and into the light. Her
work with non-communicative pets and people has strengthened her abilities to work from a place of “flow.”
Most recently, she attended a 6 week workshop on beginning improvisation to help her speak and think better
in the moment. And along the way, she learned how improvisation works in her daily life.
E. Meditation: The Benefits, Obstacles & Solutions - Jen Mac. themeditationroomtc@gmail.com (Room
106)
Most people today suffer from anxiety, depression and poor relationships. Learn a simple yet powerful
technique that will improve your life no matter where you start. You are a magnificent being entitled to a life full
of joy. Let’s begin today with an engaging conversation that guides you in the right direction. Allow me to

deepen your awareness of self and take you on a journey inward to where all your answers lie and your joy
awaits.
F. Calm Your Negative Mind Chatter - Heidi E. Kent & Marsha G. Cook. www.kentcookinstitute.com (Room
105)
Heidi is currently the Co-Director of The Kent-Cook Institute at The Nook, accredited School of Metaphysics,
Mysticism and Spiritual Healing in Cornelius, North Carolina. She is a Master Palmist, Certified Psychic
Medium, and a Spiritual Counselor. Heidi studied widely with many Master Teachers and studied at Historic
Camp Chesterfield. She has a degree in Philosophy and History from the University of Miami and a Master of
Arts Degree from John F. Kennedy University in Orinda, California. Through the years, Heidi has taught and
been certified as a Life Coach, Relationship Coach and Certified Psychic Medium from Camp Chesterfield,
Indiana. As a metaphysical teacher and advisor, she creates miracles in people's lives through life and
relationship coaching, as well as past life therapy.
Rev. Marsha is currently the Co-Director of The Kent-Cook Institute at The Nook. She is a Master Palmist,
Certified Psychic Medium, and a Spiritual Counselor. She is a Metaphysical Specialist, Spiritual Counselor and
Author. Rev. Marsha is a graduate of the Clayton College of Natural Health, having earned both a Bachelor of
Science in Holistic Nutrition and a Master of Science in Natural Health as well as The Alliance of Divine Love
Healing Ministry, with a Doctor of Divinity in Metaphysics and Spirituality. She has been a Certified Fitness
Specialist and Instructor since 1984 as well as a Certified Personal Trainer and Martial Artist.
G. Intense Healing Energy Vortex - Christa Lynn. http://twopsychicchicks.com (Room 101)
Christa an Intuitive Energy Channel and certified in Reiki and Quantum Healing. In 2003, she had an intense
spiritual experience, which caused the healing energy that she channels to become incredibly strong. This
healing energy can radiate to an entire room full of people.
The Healing Energy Vortex begins with a meditation to prepare our bodies for the intense healing energy of the
vortex. Then we will create the vortex while holding hands sitting in a circle; send it down to mother earth to
thank her for all she provides for us; around the whole planet to all living things; bring it back into the circle
again to send healing energy out to our friends and loved ones. Finally, we will bring this healing vortex energy
back into ourselves, for our own personal healing. Join us and find how much better you can feel!
Christa Lynn uses the law of attraction, channeling, and tarot cards in her readings. She touches on your past,
the issues of your present and the future. Over 20 years experience.

5 p.m. Sat.
A. Experience Reiki Healing! - Patricia Garry & Reiki Masters. www.patriciagarry.com (Room 101)
B. Transformational Coaching & Endless Opportunities - Dr. Gary Pekoe. www.ailiewellness.com (Room
102)
C. Mother of Aliens: A Story From Inside the Hybridization Program - Kimiya Kaluba.
www.Kimiyathemedium.com (Room 110)

D. Share Your Paranormal Experience & Investigate It - Tom Polson. www.HearingVoicesUSA.org (Room
105)
Hearing Voices? You’re not alone. Learn about these paranormal experiences and what might be causing
them. There are many ways to understand the experience of hearing voices and other unusual or extreme
experiences.
The Hearing Voices Network (HVN) promotes an alternative approach which does not start from the
assumption that people who have these experiences have a chronic illness. HVN is a partnership between
individuals who hear voices or have other extreme or unusual experiences, professionals and allies in the
community, all of whom are working together to change the assumptions made about these phenomenon and
create support, learning and healing opportunities for people across the country.
E. Heal Hidden Causes of Money Troubles with LIIFT - Brian Eastman. www.liift.info (Room 106)
The best way to understand how LIIFT quickly heals lives is to personally experience a LIIFT healing in this
session.
LIIFT founder Brian Eastman will introduce LIIFT's basic precepts. Then he and other LIIFT practitioners will
use those principles to generate LIIFT Healings for each participant. Attendees will experience their own
healings and support others as they heal.

SUNDAY, APRIL 5
11 a.m. Sun.
A. Tibetan Buddhist Healing Ceremony - Tibetan Monks of the GSL Monastery. www.gslmonastery.org
(Suggested donation $10.) (Room 110)
Gaden Samdrupling Buddhist Monastery, founded in 1999, is a community center for Buddhist study, practice,
and culture. It is a tiny corner of Tibet transplanted to the West Side of Cincinnati. Historically, a Tibetan town
monastery served as a hub of spiritual and communal activity. Community members drew religious and
spiritual inspiration from the monastery and provided material support for the monks, who focused their efforts
on helping all sentient beings.
GSL Monastery continues this tradition by offering classes, meditation practice and special events for those in
the community who wish to learn about or study Tibetan Buddhism as a philosophy for life, a spiritual path or a
religious practice. Their teachers offer instruction handed down from Shakyamuni Buddha (“The Buddha”) and
passed from teacher to student in an unbroken lineage for over 2,500 years.
B. Light Body Ascension Phase 2: Ascending the 3D Physical Body - Sarah Schweitzer.
www.starlightconnection.com (Room 102)
Sarah has been a long-standing member of the Universal Holistic Healers Association and a licensed minister
with New Awareness Ministries International. She develops and teaches a variety of Psychic Development,
Spiritual Self-Empowerment Classes, Chakra and Energetic Healing Workshops and teaches those classes at
local Adult Community Education programs, private venues, and for group functions.

Sarah is the author of Your Guardian Angels, Soul Identification and other Goodies, The Chakra Energy
System, and The Aura. She has a Masters in Adult Education and Curriculum Design and Instructional
Development, a Doctorate in Metaphysics, and a Doctorate in Spiritual Psychology & Counseling.
C. The Ascended Masters - Mark Long, Share International. www.Share-International.org (Room 101)
Mark Long is a volunteer with Share International, a lifelong student of the Ageless Wisdom teachings, and
someone who practices Transmission Meditation.
D. Tuning Forks & Your Health - Carol Gailey, Certified Master Sound Therapist and Teacher.
www.good4ureleasing.net (Room 105)
Learn about physical, emotional, mental, spiritual and relational ways to create positive shifts toward your
spiritual evolution.
Carol has more than 25 years of working with techniques for releasing trauma and balancing energy and has
studied tuning fork practices for 8 years. Her Health Coach training lasted for a full year. She gives “tune-ups”
with tuning forks which provide a better ability to manage stress, reduce pain, balance one’s energy field, and
improve the overall quality of life. Because various frequencies of sound change a person’s resonance there is
an immediate shift in how one feels following a tuning fork session.
E. How the BEMER Device Improves Health & Happiness - Frank Gillespie and Brian Eastman.
www.emfsprotect.com, www.liift.info (Room 106)
Brian Eastman and Frank Gillespie will take you on a journey from when the German government realized it
needed to find a different approach to medical healing, to BEMER’s use in Europe for 17 years, to BEMER‘s
recent easy availability in the USA. They will introduce you to the science which BEMER uses to enable our
bodies to function better and be healthier without having to rely on the limited options of traditional medicine.
Frank Gillespie and Brian Eastman have both established careers as experts in Alt-Med options for better
health on both Physical and Emotional levels. They originally met because each became convinced that the
German BEMER device offers a superb opportunity for people to gain a healthier life. They both offer free
BEMER sessions to attendees of shows such as Victory of Light. They have provided free BEMER
experiences to over 1,200 people who discovered they can feel after a BEMER experience.

Noon Sun.
A. The Akashic Records: What They Are, Why They Matter, How to Get There! - Jason Antalek. Using the
Akashic Records to clear blocks and damaging cycles and behaviors. www.akashaman.com (Room 101)
The Akashic Records are an energetic highway of information that holds the history, present and possible
futures for each soul ever in existence. All the thoughts, decisions, choices and consequences of our current
incarnation are constantly written into our personal Akashic Records. This knowledge is more accessible to us
during this time than at any other period in modern human evolution. As we experience a planetary
consciousness shift, it can be beneficial to tune into this wealth of wisdom in order to better understand
ourselves. The Akashic Records can be used to clear blocks and damaging cycles and behaviors

Jason combines the wisdom of the Akashic Records and the healing energy of Angelic Reiki. He provides
Soul-Level understanding supported by Angels, Archangels and Ascended Masters. Jason opens individuals
up to their Divine gifts and uncovers the restrictions that are separating them from their abundance.
B. Paranormal Investigating 101 - Ashlee St. Denis and Spiritual Realm Paranormal Investigators.
www.spiritualrealmconsulting.net (2 HR. Free) (Room 110)
Ashlee began paranormal investigating and training at the age of 12. She gathered equipment, spent hours in
haunted locations, and twice as many hours reviewing footage and analyzing EVP’s. About four years ago she
formed the Fairfield Paranormal Investigators team which investigated many sites including: residential
locations, Waverly Hills Sanatorium, Sedamsville Rectory, Thornhaven Manor, the Belle of Louisville, Russell
Theatre, Whitehall Mansion, Kentucky Gateway Museum, Phillips Folly, and more. She receives validated
information from the spiritual realm.
C. Secrets of the World’s Oldest Temple: Gobekli Tepe, 12,000 BC - Zeynep Yilmaz.
www.reikinewsletter.blogspot.com (Room 107-108)
Gobekli Tepe, an archeological site in South East Turkey that dates back to 10,000 BC, (7,000 years older
than Stonehenge), has significance as being the first temple built by humans. Gobekli Tepe has changed the
history of human civilization as we know it. It had been believed that the hunter-gatherers didn't have a belief
system and that worship started only after humans discovered agriculture. Discovery of Gobekli Tepe has
changed this view and proved that there was faith first and it probably led to the discovery of agriculture.
There are so many unknowns about the site:





Who were these early humans?
How did they erect 30 ton, 18 foot pillars?
What's the symbology behind the animal figures and carvings? How does this compare to other known
civilizations?
Why did they bury the site deliberately after using it for 1500 years and disappear?

Zeynep has been to the site recently and would like to share what she learned and challenge us all to
reconsider what we know about early humans, by recognizing how connected they were to nature and how
they had a consciousness higher than we can imagine.
For more information, please do a search for Gobekli Tepe. In the meantime, here are a couple links about
Gobekli Tepe: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A3aBN2QGn6w ,
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2008/apr/23/archaeology.turkey
Zeynep Premdasi Yilmaz is a certified yoga teacher (RYT 200), meditation teacher, Reiki Master and Teacher
who has been practicing, volunteering and teaching in Cincinnati since 2001. Zeynep has a BA in Political
Science and International Relations and has been a strategic sourcing professional in a leading consumer
goods company for over 30 years. Zeynep is a certified corporate trainer and teaches corporate mindfulness
and stress reduction classes. Zeynep’s motto is “Love Unconditionally, Serve Selflessly, and Transform to the
Highest Potential”.
D. Personal Mediumship - Rose Vanden Eynden & Joanne Franchina. www.vandeneynden.biz,
www.yourinnercompass.com (Room 103-104)

Discover the joys of connecting with Spirit as you learn how to speak with your loved ones, guides, and angels.
Rev. Rose Vanden Eynden is a Spiritualist minister, clairvoyant medium, instructor, and author of metaphysical
nonfiction and fiction. She founded both the United Spiritualists of the Christ Light Church and her practice,
Light Journey Enterprises, in Cincinnati. Her nonfiction work focusing on mediumship and spirit
communication, published by Llewellyn Worldwide, has been translated into seven languages. She has
studied, practiced, and taught metaphysics for over 25 years.
Joanne Franchina is a life coach, medium, instructor, writer and the founder of Inner Compass, an intuitive life
coaching practice. An ordained minister and certified medium with Fellowships of the Spirit in Lily Dale, New
York, Joanne has led workshops and seminars on meditation, mediumship development, creative
manifestation and other metaphysical disciplines. Joanne helps people to create fabulous lives for themselves
by using their inner wisdom in everyday situations.
E. Discover Your Psychic Gifts - Tina Michelle. www.tinamichelle.com (Room 102)
Author, psychic, medium and spiritual teacher, Tina Michelle has toured internationally and presented various
workshops of her work. She has appeared on numerous television and radio stations and at conferences. Her
greatest joy, however, is to share what she has learned on her lifelong spiritual journey with others.
F. Clearing Negative Energy: A Demonstration of Smudging & Other Clearing Techniques - Angie Clark.
www.angieclarkhealer.com (Room 105)
Angie has a vast amount of training and experience in multiple modalities. She completed the certified natural
health professionals program of Warsaw IN. She has earned certifications in Iridology, N.E.A.T, Emotional
Release, Light Touch, Reflexology, Bach Flower, Jin Shin Jytsu, and Kinesiology. Her Family Herbalist
certification was achieved thru Dr. Christopher's School of Natural Healing, and is currently working toward
Master Herbalist.
Angie is a master level Reiki practitioner. She has also achieved Master level Kundalini Reiki and Imara Reiki,
along with numerous training sessions in related energy work. Angie has taken the principals of her many
certifications and blended them into her own unique style of intuitive healing.
G. A Conversation with Dis-ease - Heidi Bright, M.Div., author of Thriver Soup. With guided meditation for
healing. http://www.thriversoup.com (Room 106)
When conventional medical treatment does not provide enough relief, a person might experience difficulty
managing the dis-ease experience. Now you can empower your journey toward better health by increasing
your level of conscious awareness. Learn the ABC's of creating conditions for healing in your body. Then
embark on a guided visualization toward the site of the dis-ease within you. You will be given the opportunity to
ask questions at the site to increase your understanding of anything your body might want to tell you. Take this
knowledge home to guide you as you assist your body with rebalancing itself.
Heidi Bright, MDiv, survived end-stage cancer and impending hospice to write Thriver Soup: A Feast for Living
Consciously During the Cancer Journey. She received Whole Living Journal’s first “Voices of Women Award”
for outstanding achievement in personal growth and transformation.

1 p.m. Sun.

A. Crystal & Tibetan Bowls Meditation Concert - Ron Esposito. www.ronesposito.com (Room 109)
Ron will present a singing bowls meditation featuring nine crystal singing bowls and four Tibetan brass bowls
with remarks about breath, present moment awareness and sound as a transformational tool.
Ron’s music has been played on the nationally syndicated program “Echoes” (NPR), and the video for “Open
Heart” which received a 2010 “Bronze Telly Award” for “Best Online Video”. He has played the singing bowls
for the past three years as part of “World Sound Healing Day” founded by Jonathan Goldman. Compositions
from Ron’s recordings have been featured in the network and cable television shows, “Hawaii 5-0” (CBS),
“Nashville” (ABC), “Touch” (Fox), “Common Law” (USA) and “Ray Donovan” (Showtime).
B. Past Life Regression - Cindy Riggs. CindyRiggs.com (Room 103-104)
Do you believe you have lived before? Cindy Riggs is a certified hypnotherapist who has regressed clients for
15 years, in addition to performing past life readings and clearings, which can uncover details immediately
helpful to this lifetime. Cindy will briefly discuss reincarnation, share some fascinating experiences she has had
and witnessed, and will guide the audience through a past life regression – an opportunity to experience
yourself in another lifetime!
Cindy Riggs has been communicating with the spirit world for 20 years and is also a trance channel of highlevel consciousness such as spirit guides, Archangels, Ascended Masters, gods and goddesses,
extraterrestrials, collectives, and The Oneness (All That Is). Cindy is the author of the channeled books
"Vishnu Speaks: Messages Of Enlightenment From The Ancient Deity" and “Buddha Speaks: Messages From
An Ascended Master.” In her private practice, she performs psychic/spiritual guidance, defragmenting, group
channelings, hypnosis and past-life regression, energy bodywork, ghost busting, and personal & psychic
development teaching and coaching. She is certified in Remote Viewing, and is a Reiki Master Teacher and
Licensed Minister.
C. Visitors From Other Dimensions - Thomas Freese, author. www.ThomasLFreese.com (Room 102)
Thomas Freese is a Kentucky author and psychic who has collected hundreds of true accounts of encounters
with ghosts, spirits and angels. He has authored 11 books and crafts a line of wood jewelry, spoons and
wands. He is a professional storyteller, having performed in schools, libraries, festivals, corporate and private
events from Argentina to Alaska.
His books include: Shaker Ghost Stories from Pleasant Hill, Kentucky, Fog Swirler, Strange and Wonderful
Things, Haunted Battlefields of the South, Ghosts Spirits and Angels, More True Tales of Ghosts Spirits and
Angels, Shaker Spirits Shaker Ghosts, Halloween Sleepwalker, Eerie Encounters and Tree Spirits and Wood
Wisdom.
D. Experience a Spiritualist Church Service - Rev. Michael Schlotterbeck & USCL (United Spiritualists of
the Christ Light) Church. www.USCL.org (Room 105)
USCL church is one of the very few Spiritualist churches in the Cincinnati area. Ever wonder what makes a
Spiritualist service different? Come experience a typical service led by Rev. Michael Schlotterbeck. As we say,
“Come worship and be touched by Spirit.”

E. What Our Pets Teach Us About Love – Kathryn Barajas Bjork, Animal Communicator.
www.thecrazyredhairedlady.com (Room 101)
Kathryn is an animal communicator who will help you have a better connection with your pet.
F. Everyday Posture - Is It Causing More Harm Than Good? - Chantell Havens & Destiny Hurrigan.
www.healingtouchmassagelmt.com (Room 107-108)
Learn how everyday activities may cause pain through this interactive class. Presented by Healing Touch
Massage LMT.
Speakers Chantell Havens & Destiny Hurrigan are Licensed Medical Massage Therapists here to help stop
pain from interfering with your life!
Chantell Brooks is the owner and a therapist at Healing Touch Massage Lmt. In practice since 2008, she
studied at Miami-Jacob’s Career College in Springboro, Ohio. After graduating in 2008, she joined the team at
Crossing Chiropractic for two years before opening her own center.
G. Release Trauma & Heal Your Body - Consuelo Cassotti. www.balancevolution.com (Room 106)
Consuelo uses Command Cell therapy with Rapid Transformational Therapy (RTT)" to help clients recover
from trauma. RTT draws out 'unfinished business', meaning it is a technique for addressing the trauma that you
have been holding onto for long time. Cell Command Therapy™ is a powerful tool of hypnosis, which assists
you to connect to your Subconscious and Higher-Self for assistance. You will be amazed how powerful this
seminar is!
Consuelo as RTT therapist, uses Command Cell therapy as a powerful technique for purposefully healing the
body, as opposed to positive conditioning alone.

2 p.m. Sun.
A. The Two Mediums: Victor Paruta & Chad Seibert. Spirit Messages from two of Cincinnati’s most
renowned mediums. Victor is the founder of Victory of Light! www.VictorParuta.com,
www.cincinnatimedium.com (Room 103-104)
Victor Paruta is one of Cincinnati's most trusted psychic mediums. He is Founder and Executive Director of
Victory of Light, one of the Midwest's largest Body, Mind and Spirit Expos, now in its 27th year. Victor was
voted Cincinnati’s Best Psychic by Cincinnati Magazine for his “mysteriously accurate and compelling
readings.” He was featured on ABC's "The View" as an expert on ghosts and hauntings, and in many
newspapers, magazines and on radio and television, including two episodes of "Beyond Belief" with George
Noory on Gaia TV.
Chad has been developing his evidential style of mediumship for almost 15 years. He has been featured in the
media and has traveled widely to develop his abilities, including attending the Arthur Findlay College in
England and training with several top tutors. Chad is a certified medium with the USCL Church in Cincinnati,
has taught at Lily Dale (New York) and has been a guest instructor for Inner Compass and Four Winds
Academy. He is passionate about the work of mediumship and continues to pursue advanced training to unfold
his abilities to be an instrument of peace for both sides of life.

Victor and Chad are available for demonstrations of mediumship at public and private venues.
B. Meditation to Release Challenges in Your Life - Chuck Reynolds. chkreynolds@aol.com (Room 101)
Chuck Reynolds has worked in the field of holistic healing for over 30 years. His focus has been on spiritual
mentoring and healing with the Deeksha Oneness Blessing, energy balancing, meditation and other methods
of spiritual awakening.
C. Animal Communication - Rev. Liz Madsen CNHP, RMT. www.revlizmadsencnhprmt.vpweb.com (Room
102)
Rev. Liz Madsen, CNHP, RMT, is a Certified Natural Health Professional, Natural Health and Energy
Consultant, Reiki Master-Teacher, Animal Communicator / Pet Psychic and Paranormal Spirit Reader. She
does Animal Communication, Cards, Runes, Spirit Readings, Guide and Power Animal Readings and Pet
Oracle Card Readings. Liz also does Natural Health and Energy Work using Reiki, Quantum Touch, Qigong,
and Jin Shin Jyutsu. She teaches Reiki, clears Chakras, and uses Gemstones for healing. Liz has been on
Positive Perspectives Radio, Paranormal Radio and has lectured all over Ohio, Pennsylvania and Michigan.
D. The Ashtar Command (ET Group) – Joy Elaine. Board a command ship and receive enlightenment gifts
from your future self. www.joyelaine.com (Room 105)
Joy Elaine is an author, speaker and one of the foremost experts in the world on the Ashtar Command, as well
as “mythical” creatures that are real. Joy has her fingers on the pulse of the evolving Earth and has a profound
understanding of the nature of the forty-seven universes and many of the races that inhabit them.
E. Self-Knowing & the Laws of Manifestation - Julianna Kallas. www.juliannakallas.com (Room 107-108)
How knowing yourself affects the laws of manifestation. Julianna has been active in the intuitive field for over
30 years. She has lectured all over the country and has been featured on countless TV and radio talk shows.
Most recently, she helped the Boston Police Department solve a quadruple murder case, and was interviewed
by TV’s Psychic Detectives.
F. The Magic of Egypt for Everyday Goddesses – Amy Auset Rohn. www.thegoddessinside.com (Room
110)
Learn about the most powerful Egyptian deities and how to invoke them to assist you in every area of your life.
Amy Auset Rohn is a Priestess of Isis, harpist, spiritual coach, Reiki Master/Teacher and Oracle who leads
others on a journey back to themselves through the magic that is Egypt, the body and intuition.
G. Live-Channeled Workshop: The Lord Speaks – Wendy Cleveland.
www.hearTheLordSpeaks.blogspot.com (Room 106)
Wendy started receiving these messages from the Lord in October of 2011.
"Our Lord is Good, He is Gracious, so very Loving and Kind, and while I still struggle in my achieving a 'perfect
heart' in this life, I am trying to Be as He wishes for me to Be, and to live this life in the full expression of He in

His Son as I learn more of how to Love All in His Supreme Love in His Heart, according to the Love of His
Ways." - Wendy of the Way.
3 p.m. Sun.
A. Wisdom of the Angelic Realm with Gallery Readings - Christine Alexandria. http://AngelChatter.com/
(Room 103-104)
Christine Alexandria is a highly sought after angel intuitive and award winning author. Her exclusive products
are designed to help inspire and empower you to live the life you desire.
B. Venus & Mars - What You Love & How You Get It - Diane Marie Goetz, Astrologer.
https://www.facebook.com/pg/mymysticastrologer (Room 102)
Diane uses her unique combination of Astrology and Mediumship for private chart readings, parties and other
public events. Her other interests include exploring haunted locations, nature walks and cycling. She maintains
a full time position as a Human Resources Specialist at a local government agency.
C. Journey to Loved Ones & Guides in Spirit through your Sacred Heart – Kathy Riepen Baker.
www.thesoulsjourney.org (Room 101)
Internationally known as the “Healer of the Heart,” Kathy is a gifted spiritual medium, soul connector, and
channeler who has a unique process to help you connect with your departed loved ones, angels, soul, and
Spirit. She will take you on a journey to your Sacred Heart, where you will connect with your departed loved
ones, or your angels. Kathy will channel your soul and Spirit for guided information. This connection will
enlighten you, while empowering you to create your heart's desire, bring clarity to any of life's questions you
may have, or help heal your broken heart. Every journey will include a heart healing from the angels.
D. A Trip to your Akashic Record Hall for Healing - Jill Mattson. www.jillswingsoflight.com (Room 107-108)
A Channeled Session of St. Germain, Jesus, Melchizedek and others. Jill Mattson is a four times award
winning author and sound healing composer. Jill brings messages from St. Germain, Jesus, Melchizedek and
others! She will ask the Masters to do energy work for you on physical, emotional and mental levels.
E. Channeled Message from the Orion Council - Matt Peffly. orioncounsel@gmail.com (Room 105)
F. You Are Sacred - A Meditation & Divination Deck of 33 Goddesses - Patricia Garry.
www.patriciagarry.com (Room 110)
Patricia Garry is a spiritual reader, teacher, healer and writer. She has been on her conscious spiritual path
since 1985. She knew what the Tarot cards were saying to her the first time she ever looked at a deck, and
instantly began to work with them and to read every word she could find about their meanings and their history.
She collects Tarot decks, enjoying the many ways they express beauty and truth.
Patricia has studied the mystical teachings of many cultures, including Rumi and other Sufi teachers, the
Kabbalah, Zen and Tibetan Buddhism, Christian mystics Hildegard of Bingen and Teresa of Avila, and Celtic
and indigenous shamanism.

In 1987, she was Attuned as a Reiki First Degree healer, and then as a Second Degree healer. In 1997, she
became a Reiki master. She is an avid student of The Goddess as reflected in the many Goddesses around
the planet, and has been working in a Dream Group since 1991. In 1990, she came out of the psychic closet
and began doing readings and healing work in public, rather than just for friends.
Patricia teaches classes in all 3 levels of Reiki healing, Tarot reading, Intuitive Development and Spiritual Life
Coaching, and Spiritual Marketing. She also occasionally teaches classes on The Goddess and on Dream
Interpretation.
G. Experience a Healing Energy Circle - Laura Gentner. Join Laura and create a healing circle as we play,
heal and soar in Divine energy! www.LgInAmazement.com (Room 106)
Learn to use high vibrational energy to shift your energy and feel better and send the energy around a circle of
people! Energy work inspires positive changes on all levels (emotional, mental, physical and spiritual) of your
life. Hands-on practice as you run energy to clear yourself and others!
As a Spiritual Guide and Energy Practitioner, Laura tunes into your energy and feels what is going on with you
physically and energetically. She looks for blocks, resistance and anything that is getting in the way of you
moving forward in life. Laura's readings are a combination of messages from Spirit, energy work, healing and
teaching. She focuses on what you can do in the present moment to feel better and live life more fully!
4 p.m. Sun.
A. Tower Card Moments: Opportunities for Awakening - Stephanie Smith. www.MyOraclePath.com (Room
101)
This lecture covers the Tower card in the tarot, and how tower moments in our lives present as opportunities
for spiritual and personal growth. I will talk about why this happens in the awakening process and provide
some coaching to thrive through tower moments. I will offer open, hot seat style readings to address questions
and further the conversation about personal awakening symptoms and tower moments.
Stephanie is an Intuitive Medium and Spiritual Counselor. She offers private readings, workshops and lectures
on meditation & spiritual topics. Clients work with her by phone and video chat from all over the world, and in
person at her office. She officiates weddings, and is a Certified End of Life Doula.
B. Stones for 5th Dimensional Energy – Jean Tindle. Crystals that can help you integrate the energies
coming onto the Earth right now. www.spiritdancercrystals.com (Room 106)
Jean Tindle is a teacher, healer and ceremonialist who has studied shamanic healing for over 18 years with
teachers and healers in South America and the U.S. She has also spent many months in the jungles of Peru
studying with medicine men of the Capanahua and Shipibo tribes and in Chile with the feminine tradition of the
Mapuche. Through this study came a deep understanding of the healing properties of crystals and minerals, as
well as an appreciation of their beauty.
Jean teaches apprenticeships on Peruvian healing traditions, as well as workshops on crystal and sound
healing.
C. Life after Death- Hailey Hinson. http://www.sacredlotusheart.com/ (Room 102)

Hailey started meditating as a small child to find a center within a large farming family. She continued to
meditate through rough and at times extreme health conditions in her life. Hailey had always had a connection
to the other realms and dimensions. After passing and returning several times it was told to her to continue her
work of many lifetimes, to be a helping healer/teacher for all.
Helping others along their transition to awakened wholeness is her passion. She does so by using a unique
blend of healing modalities from many regions, cultures, and channeled from Source. Hailey is a Mystic, Reiki
Master Teacher, Meditation Facilitator, Animal Communicator, Yoga and Tai Chi/QiGong instructor.
D. The Alchemy of Transformation on the Sufi Path – Sheikha Maryam Kabeer. www.uniteinthelight.org
(Room 105)
Sheikha Maryam was born into a liberal Jewish family in Hollywood, CA. She was an actress at the age of five
and was acting in a Theatre Company when she was twelve years old, when she was given a painted scroll of
an ancient wanderer, upon which were inscribed the words: “Seek and The Truth Shall Make You Free.” This
message galvanized her soul and determined the course of her life. In search of the liberating truth, she was
led to live in India and Nepal, and in monasteries in Europe, and then guided to embrace Islam at the hands of
an ancient Sufi Master a few minutes away from the tomb of the Prophet Abraham.
She has described the deep journey of transformation in a book entitled: “Journey Through Ten Thousand
Veils, the Alchemy of Transformation on the Sufi Path.” This book is a significant and revealing spiritual and
social commentary dispelling many myths and stereotypes, such as the proposition, often fostered by the
media, that women are inevitably oppressed in Islam. On the contrary, it is by entering into the heart of Islam
that the author was liberated, elevated, empowered, and guided to realize the true purpose of her existence.
E. Asherah - The Hebrew Mother Goddess - EliSheva Nesher. The Hebrew have a lot to teach men and
women of today. www.primitivehebrews.org (Room 110)
F. Celtic Divination: Reviving the Ancient Art of Ribbon Reading - Eric Layman.
www.infiniteexpressions.net (Room 107-108)
Using colored ribbons as a divination tool, the various colors carry vibrations read using psychometry. For this
session you will choose 3 ribbons and learn what your colors mean for you. You’ll take your ribbons home to
continue practicing!
Eric Layman is a certified medium, spiritual coach and the owner of Infinite Expressions, a spiritual coaching
practice based in Cincinnati, Ohio. Eric uses the wisdom he has gained through his formal studies and life
experiences, along with his natural intuitive abilities, to provide his clients with a sense of peace and
understanding while presenting Light-filled love and guidance from Spirit.

5 p.m. Sun.
A. Jesus Christ from the Perspective of a Voice Hearer – Tom Polson. www.HearingVoicesUSA.org
(Room 105)
A talk describing the "source and nature of our innate being of multidimensional reality hidden and hiding in our
own mind's interpretation of our own natural identity of Self." And a meditation to your own being of
multidimensional reality to see what they report.

Hearing Voices? You’re not alone. Learn about these paranormal experiences and what might be causing
them. There are many ways to understand the experience of hearing voices and other unusual or extreme
experiences.
The Hearing Voices Network (HVN) promotes an alternative approach which does not start from the
assumption that people who have these experiences have a chronic illness. HVN is a partnership between
individuals who hear voices or have other extreme or unusual experiences, professionals and allies in the
community, all of whom are working together to change the assumptions made about these phenomenon and
create support, learning and healing opportunities for people across the country.
B. Using Magic Wands - R. A. Moonhawk. Brief history of wands, their uses & a demonstration.
https://www.facebook.com/Ra-Moonhawk-Wands-1680632328815265 (Room 101)
C. Want to Write a Book but Don’t Know Where to Start? – Christina Young. www.getyourbookstarted.com
(Room 102)
In this workshop, you'll start your book and leave with a solid plan to finish. Whether your story is burning
inside and ready to be told or it’s still vague, this is the place for you.
Christina is a ghostwriter and a book coach. Her clients use a focused thirty-day plan within a supportive and
encouraging community of story-tellers.
D. The Ability Rainbow - Sherrie L Milot & Dimitri Kaplanis. Colors in the energy field reveal one’s talents and
gifts. angelsspiritmedium@gmail.com
Everyone has special intuitive gifts from birth - a strong intuition, psychic abilities, connections to the Fairie and
Angel realms. Peoples’ abilities appear in the ability colors around them. The ability colors are sometimes
mistaken as a person’s aura colors. They are not the same. This seminar will show how to tell the differences.
Sherrie will read volunteers from the audience to help them better understand who they are as well as their
gifts.
Dimitri Kaplanis is a Spiritual Advisor and Psychic Medium, Instructor of Spiritual and Paranormal Studies, and
a Psychic Artist.

